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Executive Summary:
Dispatchers have concluded that Supply Route Tracker Application systems serve well in
addressing operational constraints related to deployment of limited Fleet Components.
Equipment upgrade/repair simulations require creation of fiscal & physical Specs Overflow
Centres to document associated task work orders from Sourcing Ticket Group Station viewpoints
on the utility of Fleet Infrastructure contract quotes. Account flashes contribute Repair Reminder
Sets for Route Design control of new sourcing ticket standards for Defence Parts Supply Line
Connections dispatched according to requirements of established Quote Schedules. Techniques
detailing the strength of connections between installations & parts supply lines have been
designed to activate Structured Spec Overflow Centre procedures predicting fiscal assessments
of Spare Parts Supply Line quality required for Fleet Maintenance work orders. Related issues
include surge contingency scenario performance & condition, route service maturity &
transparency, investments in Quote Schedule competitions, administrative dispatch concerns &
resolution assignment key to determination of force structure portfolios at multiple installations.
The Appendix to this report details the impact of account flashes on Spare Parts Supply Contract
specifications.
--------Questions for Equipment Upgrade/Replace Quote Tech Used by Dispatchers for Supply Line
spec Decision-Making

Optimising Equipment Parts quote Schedule collection:
What? Method for determining sampling plans for supply line construction quote schedules that
gives best value for mission success.
Why? Route service supply tracking requires accurate monitoring of changes in equipment
condition & performance-based metrics & measures to build supply route upgrade/replace
schedules.
How? Scheduling used a best-fit spatial distribution technique to identify intervals along the
supply route which does not compromise the
relevance of the mission status
Outcome: A dispatch sequence assessed the properties of contract procurement quote status,

reducing mission strength test sampling rates compared to current practise without losing any
relevance for procure applications.

Calibrating equipment condition/performance-based measures for Supply Line Episode Value
Determination:
What? Supply Line Service Quote construction for determining force structure requirements of
contingency scenarios that replicates the properties of real-world mobile operational and security
observations of equipment condition/performance measures
Why? Dispatchers need to calibrate equipment life expectancy of supply route service status
prediction applications for installations so that predicted contract procurement quote system
outcome forecasts can be as accurate as possible.
How? The application uses the mission concept & distribution technique to tune force structure
requirements so that the predicted schedule change demonstrated by supply route service
life closely replicates work order status schedule in real-world missions for mobile operations.
Outcome: Two contract procurement quote status of different supply route size & type were used
as case in dispatch competition. The application yields calibrated force structures that closely
replicate the actual schedule of observed supply route condition/performance-based measures.

Assessing risks in estimates of equipment quote status for mission requirements of supply
route service tracking:
What? An application is required for assessing the risk that predicted Contract procurement
quote status estimates for future equipment supply route maintenance & repair may be
compromised.
Why? The risk of comprised contract procurement quote status estimates exist due to
the schedule time in equipment supply route condition/performance-based measures, future force
structure requirements for surge missions, Fleet Type & Size deployment pattern & maintenance
schedules.
How? By providing the contract procurement quote status updates with
relatively simple mission-critical scenario inputs, the application produces a population of
predicted dispatch schedule status outcomes. This more practical method substantially
reduces equipment spec input prep & mission scenario
Outcome: The use of this application allows dispatchers to produce Contract procurement quote
status estimates for supply line service equipment schedule tracking with a high degree of
accuracy.

---------Equipment Upgrade/Repair Simulation Contract Quote Schedule Determination by Dispatch
Candidate Line Segments:

Since Equipment Repair/Upgrade Simulations like the one described in this report were designed
for the purpose of training novice dispatchers, they must be given an opportunity to review their
contracting strategies for schedule events after simulations so they can be debriefed by the
Deputy on what might have gone wrong & where/how there is room for subsequent
improvement to be built upon for the next mission requirement scenario. After the simulation,
each novice dispatcher should review and itemise their contracting history, and also the
contracting chart characterising his or her contracting strategy.
Although this particular Equipment Repair/Upgrade simulation appears to be trivial, establishing
successful contracts & realising return on capital is a non-trivial task. Good contracting practise
meeting mission requirements involves accurate reading of the equipment condition required to
meet mission requirements, careful strategy execution & ability to adapt to unexpected changes
in mission requirements. As established in previous reports, a controlled experiment can indeed
help us to isolate important factors involved in contracting and identify solid dispatch patterns to
employ for realisation of winning strategies.
Contracting Charts for dispatchers are composed of three important time series: 1) Expected
contract price quotes to be generated by schedule design; 2) Observed contract price quotes; 3)
Position balances of contract quotes.
In some equipment repair/upgrade simulations, many connections are obvious; e.g., the
contracting chart for one of the best-performing novice dispatchers apparently follows the trend
hinted at by both the schedule event disclosure & price of meeting mission requirements. In
some other cases, completely wrong interpretations of schedule events could happen, and in the
extreme case, some novice dispatchers might even choose enter into contract positions
arbitrarily, disregarding important mission requirements trends.
While experienced dispatchers constitute the fundamental part of meeting mission requirements
in this equipment repair/upgrade simulation, most “Operational Noise”, on the other hand, is
generated by the speculation of novice dispatchers. In this simulation, we start by constructing a
‘classic novice strategy’ to establish goals of novice dispatchers in meeting mission requirements
& proceed from that starting point. However, to prevent novice dispatchers from destroying
important trends generated by both suppliers & end-users in mobile operations we will limit
price range parameters, controlling how aggressive experienced dispatchers should be in
combating “Operational Noise.”
In most of our equipment repair/upgrade simulations, we will simply set contract status
increment parameters & after the price is randomly decided, novice dispatchers will choose to
take extreme contract positions with equal probability.

Since novice dispatchers may be constrained by a given position status limit, our initial
equipment repair/upgrade simulations will randomly decide how much remaining position status
it would devote to the new contract. As speculators, novice dispatchers are required to exit all
positions at the expiration of schedule events with automatic programming put in place to
gradually exit position status determination when event ‘contract status return on capital’
schedule expiration draws near.
The multi-agent model we present is relatively general and can be used in a wide variety of
mission requirement scenarios. As long as dispatchers can generate a list of schedule events that
follow equipment repair/upgrade specifications, the Multi-agent model could then generate the
desired mission requirements.
The challenge for dispatchers is clear: How do we know whether the generated contracting
strategies are what should be expected from the designed mission requirements scenario? This is
not a straightforward task since the scenario we plan to execute might not have real-world
counterpart in mobile operations. Without benchmarking contract status, establishing credibility
of equipment repair/upgrade simulations would not be easy. Of course, if the generated
contracting strategies are lined up with mission requirements scenarios & carefully reviewed by
dispatchers, we probably could create valid assessments qualitatively.

However, this technique would not be feasible if we plan for large-scale and frequent mission
requirements determination overtaking supplier capacity. Therefore, we require a method that is
both quantitative & automated. As a solution to the problem, dispatchers have deployed
procedures for determining utility of event schedules:
1) Define the schedule event of interest and identify schedule event time series windows. In the
case of simple mission requirements, the schedule event of interest & its occurrence is
straightforward to define.
2) Measure ‘contract status return on capital’ over the schedule event window. Standard Contract
status return on capital could be obtained by simply assuming constant mean return models. In
the mission requirements setting, it refers to the mean price of equipment contracts from the
beginning of the requirements determination horizon to just before the beginning of the schedule
event window.
3) Define a null hypothesis and perform quantitative tests over multiple sample instances. For all
events, the null hypothesis can be defined as ‘contract status return on capital’ = 0. As for the
alternative hypothesis, it can be defined as ‘contract status return on capital’ > 0 for positive
events, ‘contract status return on capital’ < 0 for negative events, & ‘contract status return on
capital’ for neutral events-- or no event.
To validate that our multi-agent model indeed creates contracts designed to meet mission
requirements in response to recent schedule events, dispatchers created a special mission
requirements scenario with only one schedule event. For establishing successful contracts, we

include defined levels of suppliers, end-users for mobile operations & no novice dispatcher to
avoid introducing unnecessary noise into processes. To collect enough sample points, the same
scenario is executed multiple times in sequential series.
Following the above procedures, we test the null hypothesis with several ‘contract status return
on capital’ series. For both positive & negative cases, tests employed by dispatchers imply that
strong negative ‘contract status return on capital’ are significant. For no-schedule event cases,
our tests indicate that no ‘contract status return on capital’ is detected in the schedule event
window.
Compared to the case of validating schedule event occurrence, validating the strength of
schedule events is much more difficult. This is because the absolute level of response that should
be triggered by schedule events cannot be determined in straightforward manner. Therefore,
instead of trying to validate the absolute response strength, we choose to validate the relative
response strengths. The objective of this is to ensure that higher impact levels indeed generate
larger mission requirement responses when compared to events with lower levels.
To establish this, dispatchers simply performed comparisons between adjacent schedule event
strength levels. With this validation, we are at least assured of the consistency in mission
requirement responses throughout repair/upgrade simulations.
In this memo, we have presented the efforts of a brigade of dispatchers towards building an
agent-based equipment repair/upgrade simulations based on novel models of contracting
strategies. Mission Requirement scenarios will progress in subsequent reports though higherlevel descriptions of user-defined schedule events.
Our primary goal in creating disparate schedule events is not to create new contract pricing
models. Instead, we have focused on how to construct a highly realistic equipment
repair/upgrade simulator to better define dispatcher behaviour in issuing contracts. The results of
describing underpinnings of operational factors will be used to improve mission requirement
scenario instincts of novice dispatchers.
Ultimately, our platform model for equipment repair/upgrade simulation might one day be used
in benchmarking real interest of defence bosses in embracing important contracting standards as
they begin to make mission requirements decisions on how to build solid event schedules with
suppliers, on secure platforms designed to utilise new ability for us to monitor dispatcher
activity.

